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Abstract – Irreversible aggregation is an archetypal example of a system driven far from equi-
librium by sources and sinks of a conserved quantity (mass). The source is a steady input of
monomers and the evaporation of colliding particles with a small probability is the sink. Using
exact and heuristic analyses, we find a universal regime and two distinct non-universal regimes
distinguished by the relative importance of mergers between small and large particles. At the
boundary between the regimes we find an analogue of the logarithmic correction conjectured by
Kraichnan for two-dimensional turbulence.

Introduction. Understanding the diverse range of non-
equilibrium statistical dynamics observed in physical sys-
tems with many interacting degrees of freedom relies
heavily on identifying phenomena which occur frequently
enough to make a unified theoretical treatment worth-
while. One example where such commonalities can be
found is the case of systems in which microscopic interac-
tions between degrees of freedom are constrained by con-
servation laws. Such systems can be driven into far-from-
equilibrium steady states by the presence of sources and
sinks of a conserved quantity. When these sources and
sinks are widely separated, the physics of these systems
is often controlled by steady conserved currents flowing
between sources and sinks. Examples include fluid turbu-
lence [1, 2], wave kinetics [3], granular gases [4] and irre-
versible aggregation [5, 6]. In this work, as an archetypal
example of the entire class, we study irreversible aggrega-
tion as its simplicity allows analytical treatment of the cas-
cade of the conserved quantities from source to sink [7,8].
We address the following fundamental questions: under
what circumstances is the steady state of such a driven-
dissipative system universal and what happens when it is
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not? Universality in this context means that the steady
state becomes independent of the details of the source and
sink when the separation between them tends to infinity.
Universality is often assumed to hold for fluid turbulence.
There are examples from wave kinetics however, such as
Rossby wave turbulence, where it is known to fail [9].
However, a systematic analytical study of these questions
is lacking.

In this work, we present an example from the kinet-
ics of irreversible aggregation for which universality can
be studied cleanly as the underlying microscopic dynam-
ics encoded in the aggregation kernel, K(i, j), is varied.
The source is provided by steady input of small particles.
The sink is provided by a mechanism which we call colli-
sional evaporation, whereby particles have a small proba-
bility, λ, of annihilating upon contact rather than merg-
ing. We study this mechanism primarily for convenience:
it provides a sink for large particles which is analytically
tractable. We were motivated, however, by recent work
on the kinetics of fragmentation in planetary rings [10,11]
where a similar mechanism arises from physical consider-
ations. In that context, large particles do not evaporate
but fragment into small particles which remain in the sys-
tem acting as an effective source. In addition to a known
universal regime [12], we find that there are two distinct
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non-universal regimes. Physically, these regimes are dis-
tinguished by the relative importance of mergers between
very small and very large particles. We refer to this prop-
erty as locality of interaction [13] using terminology bor-
rowed from the turbulence literature. At the boundary
between regimes we find the analogue of the logarithmic
correction conjectured by Kraichnan [14] in 1971 in the
context of two-dimensional turbulence [2].
Model and Results. Let N(m, t) be the density of par-

ticles of mass m. At the mean-field level, N(m, t) evolves
by a variant of the Smoluchowski kinetic equation:

∂tN(m, t) = −(1 + λ)

∫ ∞

0

dm1N(m1, t)N(m, t)K(m1,m)

+
1

2

∫ m

0

dm1N(m1, t)N(m−m1, t)K(m1,m−m1)

+
J

m0
δ(m−m0), (1)

where J is the mass input rate, m0 is the mass of the
monomer, λ is the dimensionless collisional evaporation
rate, and K is the collision kernel. We consider the widely
studied [5] family of model kernels

K(m1,m2) = g (mµ
1m

ν
2 +mν

1m
µ
2 ), (2)

adopting the convention ν ≥ µ and including a constant,
g, to provide dimensional consistency. In what follows it
will be convenient to introduce the notation β = ν + µ
and θ = ν−µ. Of physical interest is the limit of small λ.
The dimensional parameters of the problem are J , g and
m0. Taking limits λ → 0 and t → ∞ in Eq. (1), the uni-
versality hypothesis conjectures the existence of a steady
state which is independent of m0 for masses, m ≫ m0. If
universality holds, then dimensional analysis implies the
steady state scaling law

N(m) ∼ J
1
2 g−

1
2 m−

β+3
2 , (3)

whereN(m) is the steady state mass distribution. The ap-
plicability of the universality assumption was established
by Hayakawa [12] who derived the exact asymptotic for-
mula valid for m ≫ m0:

N(m) =

√

J (1− θ2) cos (θ π/2)

4 π g
m−

β+3
2 , (4)

The derivation of this result is valid only for θ < 1 giving
a criterion for the applicability of the universality assump-
tion. An analogous criterion holds for any scale-invariant
kernel [13]. To understand what happens when θ ≥ 1,
the limits in Eq. (1) must be taken in the opposite order:
t → ∞ and then λ → 0. The findings of such an analysis
constitute the main results of this paper.

The rescalings N(m) → J1/2g−1/2 m
−(β+3)/2
0 N(m),

t → J−1/2g−1/2 m
−(β−1)/2
0 t and m → m0 m remove all

explicit dimensional parameters from Eq. (1). Exploiting

Table 1: Summary of results. The parameters y, τs, ηs, τℓ,
and ηℓ are as defined in Eqs. (7), (8), and (9). The solution for
N(m) for integer θ may be found in Eqs. (18) and (36).

θ y τs ηs τℓ ηℓ
0 2 3+β

2 0 3+β
2 0

(0, 1) 2
θ+1

3+β
2 0 2+β

2
1
2

(1, 2) 1 β+4−θ
2

θ−1
2

2+β
2

1
2

(2,∞) 1 β+θ
2 = ν 1

2
β+θ
2 = ν 1

2

the monodispersity of the source, it is convenient to work
with the discrete form. In the steady state, setting the
time derivative in Eq. (1) to zero, we obtain

0 =
1

2

m−1
∑

m1=1

N(m1)N(m−m1)K(m1,m−m1)

− (1 + λ)

∞
∑

m1=1

N(m1)N(m)K(m1,m) + δm,1, (5)

where K(m1,m2) = mµ
1m

ν
2+mν

1m
µ
2 and N(m) is the time

independent steady state mass distribution. We assume
that N(m) has the following scaling form:

N(m) =
1

mτ
f
(m

M

)

, m,M ≫ 1, (6)

where τ is an exponent andM plays the role of cutoff mass
which diverges with λ → 0 as

M ∼ λ−y , λ → 0. (7)

In general, we expect different asymptotic behaviour for
m ≪ M and m ≫ M . We define new exponents τs, ηs, τℓ
and ηℓ which capture this:

N(m) ≃ as
mτsMηs

, m ≪ M, (8)

N(m) ≃ aℓe
−m/M

mτℓMηℓ
, m ≫ M, (9)

where the exponential decay with m for large m will be
argued for through exact solutions. Before delving into
the technical details, the results obtained for the different
exponents are summarized in Table. 1.
Continuity ofN(m) nearM leads to the exponent equal-

ity

τs + ηs = τℓ + ηℓ. (10)

In general τℓ 6= τs as is also seen in turbulence [15], where
it is referred to as the “bottleneck effect”. We use two
related approaches to get information about the asymp-
totic behaviour: moment methods and generating func-
tion methods. Given α ∈ R, the moment, Mα and the
associated generating function, Fα(x), are defined:

Mα =

∞
∑

m=1

mα N(m), Fα(x) =

∞
∑

m=1

mα N(m)xm. (11)
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The two are related by Mα = Fα(1).
Generating function methods are based on analysing

equations for Fα(x). They generally give information
about the large mass asymptotics of N(m). Multiplying
Eq. (5) by xm and summing over all m, we obtain a rela-
tionship between Fν(x) and Fµ(x):

Fν(x) =
(1 + λ)MνFµ(x)− x

Fµ(x)− (1 + λ)Mµ
. (12)

A single equation for two unknown functions does not al-
low us to determine Fν(x) and Fµ(x). However, if N(m)
has the assumed form Eq. (9) for large m, then Fµ(x) and
Fν(x) must have a singularity at a point xc on the posi-
tive real axis [16]. The structure of this singularity is con-
strained by Eq. (12). Generating function methods work
by performing a consistency analysis of Eq. (12) in the
neighbourhood of xc. This will allow us to determine the
exponents τℓ, ηℓ characterizing the large mass behaviour
of N(m). Note that if ν = µ+n, where n is a non-negative
integer, then the relation Fα+n = (xd/dx)

n
Fα(x) can be

used to close Eq. (12):

(

x
d

dx

)n

Fµ(x) =
(1 + λ)MνFµ(x)− x

Fµ(x)− (1 + λ)Mµ
. (13)

This equation will provide some exact results for particular
cases which do not rely on the assumptions underpinning
the general singularity analysis.
In contrast to generating function methods, moment

methods are based on analysing equations for Mα. They
generally give information about the small mass asymp-
totics of N(m). Multiplying Eq. (5) by mn and summing
over m, we obtain a hierarchy of equations relating mo-
ments of different orders:

λ (MµMν+n +Mµ+nMν) =
−1

2λ+ 1
δn,0+

n−1
∑

k=1

(

n

k

)

Mµ+kMν+n−k + 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (14)

In the limit λ → 0, any particular moment is either dom-
inated by the small mass cutoff, m = 1, or by the large
mass cutoff M(λ) (setting aside marginal cases). Moment
methods work by requiring these dependences to be con-
sistent across the above hierarchy. Such consistency con-
ditions put constraints on the small mass behaviour of
N(m) which will allow us to obtain information about the
exponents τs, ηs.
Exact analysis. When µ = ν, the model may be solved

exactly. Eq. (12) reduces to a quadratic equation in Fµ(x)
that is satisfied by

Fµ(x) = (1 + λ)Mµ −
√

(1 + λ)2M2
µ − Jx. (15)

Determining the coefficient of xm, we obtain

N(m) ≃
√

1

4π

1

m
3+β
2

e−m/M , m,M ≫ 1, (16)

where M = λ−2, λ → 0. This solution is valid for both
m ≪ M and m ≫ M . In the limit λ → 0, the result
Eq. (16) coincides with the result for the sink at infinity
[see Eq. (4)].
We also obtain exact results when θ = ν−µ is an integer,

in which case the generating functions satisfy Eq. (13). At
the singularities in the complex x-plane, the coefficient of
the highest order term is zero. Therefore, at the singular
point xc, Fµ satisfies

Fµ(xc) = (1 + λ)Mµ. (17)

This relation allows us to expanding Fµ(x) about xc. Do-
ing a careful analysis of the singular terms, the details of
which will be published elsewhere, we obtain

N(m) ≃















m−(2+β)/2
√
2πM

e−m/M , θ = 1,
m−ν
√
2M

e−m/M
√
lnm

, θ = 2,
m−ν

MFµ+1(xc)
e−m/M , θ = 3, 4, . . . ,

(18)

for m ≫ M . We observe that logarithmic corrections to
the power law appear only for θ = 2. Also, for θ ≥ 2, τℓ,
the exponent characterizing the power law remains equal
to ν, independently of θ.
This leads us to consider the exact solution of a sim-

plified model that reproduces the correct exponents for
θ > 2. For such θ, mass transfer from small to large
masses is expected to be dominated by collisions be-
tween large and small masses. This aspect is captured
by the so-called addition model [17, 18] where only co-
agulations that involve at least one particle of mass one
are allowed such that the collision kernel is K(m1,m2) =
(mµ

1m
ν
2 +mν

1m
µ
2 )(δm1,1 + δm2,1). In this kernel, the terms

in µ are subdominant, and the kernel may be rewritten as
K(m1,m2) = mν

1δm2,1 +mν
2δm1,1, such that the resultant

N(m) should not depend on µ. By substituting into the
Smoluchowski equation [Eq. (5)], it is straightforward to
solve for the mass distribution N(m). In the limit λ → 0,
we obtain

N(m) ≈
√
2Je−m/M

mν
√
M

, m ≫ 1, M → ∞, (19)

where M = λ−1[1+O(λ)]. Note that the exponent τℓ = ν
coincides with that obtained in Eq. (18) for θ = 2, 3, . . ..
We thus expect that ηℓ = 1/2 for these values of θ.
Analysis of singularities. The large mass behaviour for

non-integer values of θ may be determined by analysing
Eq (12) near the singular point. Let the singularity of F (x)
closest to the origin be denoted by xc = e1/M . Consider
x = xc − ǫ, ǫ → 0+. For N(m) as in Eq. (9), the leading
singular behaviour of the generating functions Fν and Fµ is
proportional to ǫτ−ν−1 and ǫτ−µ−1 respectively. We now
claim that Fµ(xc) = (1 + λ)Mµ. Suppose this was not
the case and Fµ(xc) 6= (1 + λ)Mµ. Then, by expanding
about xc, it follows from Eq. (12) that Fµ(x) and Fν(x)
would have same singularity near x = xc. This implies
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that µ = ν. For this case, from the exact solution, it is
easily seen that that Fµ(xc) = (1 + λ)Mµ, leading to a
contradiction. When µ 6= ν, Fµ(x) and Fν(x) should have
different singular behaviour near x = xc, again leading
to a contradiction. We therefore conclude that Fµ(xc) =
(1 + λ)Mµ, as also seen in Eq. (17) for integer θ. This
in conjunction with n = 1 in Eq. (14) implies that the
leading term in the numerator of Eq. (12) is −M−1. We
now expand the generating functions about x = xc as

Fµ(xc−ǫ) = (1 + λ)Mµ − ǫτℓ−µ−1R1(ǫ)− ǫR2(ǫ), (20)

Fν(xc−ǫ) = ǫτℓ−ν−1R3(ǫ) + ǫR4(ǫ), (21)

where Ri’s are regular in ǫ, R1(0) 6= 0, R3(0) 6= 0 and
τℓ < ν + 1. Substituting into Eq. (12), we obtain

ǫτℓ−ν−1R3(ǫ) + ǫR4(ǫ) =
M−1 +O(ǫ)

ǫτℓ−µ−1R1(ǫ) + ǫR2(ǫ)
. (22)

We now compare the leading singular behaviour on the
both sides of Eq. (22).
First, when 0 < τℓ − µ − 1 < 1, the denominator of

Eq. (22) is dominated by ǫτℓ−µ−1R1(ǫ), and by comparing
the leading singular terms on both sides of Eq. (22), we
obtain

τℓ =
β + 2

2
, 0 < θ < 2, (23)

where the constraint on θ follows from our assumption
0 < τℓ − µ − 1 < 1. Comparing the coefficients of the
leading singular terms we obtain R3(0)R1(0) = M−1,
M → ∞. Knowing R1(0), R3(0), we perform an inverse
Laplace transform to obtain

N(m) ≃

√

θ sin πθ
2

2πM

e−m/M

m(2+β)/2
, m ≫ M, 0 < θ < 2. (24)

Second, consider the case τℓ − µ− 1 > 1. The denomi-
nator of Eq. (22) is dominated by ǫR2(ǫ). Comparing the
leading singular terms on both sides of Eq. (22), we obtain

τℓ =
β + θ

2
= ν, θ > 2, (25)

where the constraint on θ follows from our assumption
τℓ − µ− 1 > 1 . Comparing the coefficients of the leading
singular terms we obtain R2(0)R3(0) = M−1, M → ∞.
Doing an inverse Laplace transform, we obtain

N(m) ≃ m−ν

MFµ+1(xc)
e−m/M , m ≫ M, θ > 2, (26)

where we used R2(0) = Fµ+1(xc). It is also straight-
forward to show that Fµ+1(xc) ∼ M−min(ηℓ+θ−2,ηs) for
θ > 2, allowing us to obtain ηs + ηℓ = 1. However, from
the results for the addition model, we know that ηℓ = 1/2
for θ > 2. Thus,

ηs =
1

2
; ηℓ =

1

2
, θ > 2. (27)

Moment analysis. The exponents describing the small
mass behaviour of the mass distributionN(m) [see Eq. (8)]
may be determined using the relations between the first
three moments of the mass [see Eq. (14)]. By determin-
ing when the integrals diverge at large masses, we ob-
tain Mα ∼ M−ηsMmax(α+1−τs,0) when α 6= τs − 1 and
Mα ∼ M−ηs lnM when α = τs − 1. It is straightforward
to obtain some simple bounds for the exponents. We start
by writing down explicitly the equations for n = 0, 1, 2 in
Eq. (14):

MµMν =
J

2λ+ 1
, (28a)

λ (MµMν+1+Mµ+1Mν) = J, (28b)

λ (MµMν+2+Mµ+2Mν) = 2Mµ+1Mν+1+J.(28c)

The moments Mx depend on the upper cutoff M as

Mx ∼
∫ M

dm
asM

−ηs

mτs−x
, (29)

where x ∼ y means that x/y is O(M0) when λ → 0.
Clearly,

Mx ∼ M−ηsMmax(x+1−τs,0), x 6= τs − 1, (30a)

∼ M−ηs lnM, x = τs − 1, (30b)

for any x.
We first show that ηs ≥ 0. Suppose ηs < 0. Then all

moments ofm diverge asM → ∞ [see Eq. (30)]. SinceMν

and Mµ both diverge, Eq. (28a) has no solution. There-
fore, ηs ≥ 0.
Next, we derive upper and lower bounds for the expo-

nent τs. We first show that τs < ν+2. Suppose τs > ν+2.
Then, from Eq. (30), Mµ ∼ Mµ+1 ∼ Mν ∼ Mν+1 ∼
M−ηs . From Eq. (28a), we immediately obtain ηs = 0.
The left hand side of Eq. (28b) is dominated by the first
term such that λMν+1 ∼ J . This implies that λ ∼ O(1).
But λ is a parameter that tends to zero. Hence, there is a
contradiction and we conclude that τs ≤ ν + 2.
Now consider τs = ν + 2. Now from Eq. (30) Mµ ∼

Mµ+1 ∼ Mν ∼ M−ηs , Mν+1 ∼ M−ηs lnM and Mν+2 ∼
M1−ηs . From Eq. (28a), we immediately obtain ηs = 0.
Since the left hand side of Eq. (28b) is dominated by
the first term we obtain λ ∼ (lnM)−1. The left hand
side of Eq. (28c) is dominated by the first term such that
λMν+2 ∼ Mν+1 or λ ∼ (lnM/M), leading to a contra-
diction. Hence τs 6= ν+2, and we conclude that τs < ν+2.
Second, we show that τs ≥ µ+ 1. Suppose τs < µ + 1.

From Eq. (30), we obtain that the integrals for Mµ and
Mν diverge with M as Mµ ∼ Mµ+1−τs−ηs and Mν ∼
Mν+1−τs−ηs . Also Mµ+1 ∼ MMµ and Mν+1 ∼ MMν.
Eq. (28c) reduces to λM2MµMν ∼ M2MµMν or λ ∼
O(1). Since λ is a parameter that tends to zero, we obtain
a contradiction here. Hence, τs ≥ µ + 1. Combining the
bounds, we obtain

µ+ 1 ≤ τs < ν + 2; ηs ≥ 0. (31)
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Given these bounds, Eq. (28) may be rewritten as

MµMν ∼ 1;
Mν

Mν+1
∼ λ; Mµ+1Mν+1 ∼ M. (32)

Substituting for Mα in terms of τs, ηs, and y and com-
paring the exponents, we obtain

2ηs = max(ν + 1− τs, 0), (33a)

1

y
= (ν + 2− τs)−max(ν + 1− τs, 0), (33b)

2ηs = ν + 1− τs +max(µ+ 2− τs, 0). (33c)

By considering whether τs is greater or less than ν + 1,
it is straightforward to find the solution to Eq. (33) to
be τs = (3 + β)/2, ηs = 0, y = 2/(θ + 1) for local kernels
(θ < 1), and ηs = (ν+1−τs)/2, y = 1 for non-local kernels
(θ > 1). By combining these results with those for the
large mass asymptotics from the analysis of singularities
through the exponent equality Eq. (10), we are able to
solve for all the exponents as summarized in Table 1.
We now examine the case when θ = ν − µ = 1, the

boundary between the local and non-local kernels when
logarithmic corrections to the power law prefactors are
expected. We assume the following form for N(m):

N(m) ∼ (lnm)−x(lnM)−z

mν+1Mηs
, m ≪ M, θ = 1, (34)

where x and z are new exponents characterizing the log-
arithmic corrections. In addition, the cutoff mass scale
could depend logarithmically on λ. It is then straight-
forward to obtain Mµ ∼ M−ηs(lnM)−z, Mµ+1 ∼
Mν ∼ M−ηs(lnM)−z+max(0,1−x) if x 6= 1, and Mν+1 ∼
M1−ηs(lnM)−x−z. By substituting these expressions into
Eq. (14) for n = 0, 1, 2 and looking for a consistent solu-
tion, we obtain ηs = 0, x = 0 and z = 1/2. Thus, we
obtain that the mass distribution takes the form

N(m) ∼ 1

m1+ν
√
lnM

, m ≪ M, θ = 1, (35)

M ∼ lnλ

λ
, λ → 0, θ = 1. (36)

Summary. To summarize, we have combined exact solu-
tions and scaling heuristics to fully characterize the steady
state of irreversible coagulation with constant input of
monomers and removal of large particles by collisional
evaporation. The technical results are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. Conceptually, the most important finding is that
in contrast to a priori expectations, there are two distinct
non-local regimes corresponding to 1 < θ < 2 and θ > 2.
In the first regime, the mass distribution N(m) retains a
dependence on the sink scale M but becomes independent
of the source scale, m0. In the latter regime, N(m) de-
pends on both source and sink. Logarithmic corrections
are found at the boundaries between regimes. These are
analogous to the correction proposed by Kraichnan [14]

to account for the marginal non-locality of the enstrophy
cascade in two-dimensional turbulence. In a forthcoming
publication, we will provide numerical evidence for the
assumptions underpinning the scaling analysis and assess
the extent to which the predicted logarithmic corrections
can be measured. The question remains as to how sen-
sitive the two non-local regimes are to the nature of the
sink. Answering this would require a detailed numerical
study of different sinks. There is some evidence for the
sink independence of the regime where N(m) ∼ m−ν ,
as the same scaling was obtained for the model with a
hard cutoff [evaporation of particles larger than a cutoff
mass] [21]. The other non-local regime 1 < θ < 2 is less
explored. Studying the robustness of these regimes is a
promising area for future studies.
In this paper, we studied the steady state but not the

dynamics leading to it. There are good reasons to con-
sider this in the future. It is often the case that the sys-
tem does not reach a steady state, as assumed in this
paper. For instance, for kernels of the form mµ

1 + mν
1

with µ < −1, and in the absence of collision-dependent
evaporation, it is known that the system does not reach a
stationary state at large times [19]. It would be interesting
to see if evaporation induces a steady state. Even in the
local case, θ < 1, the dynamics leading to the steady state
must be very different for gelling (β > 1) and non-gelling
(β < 1) kernels. Furthermore, in the non-local case, ev-
idence from closely related models [20, 21] suggests that
the steady state could become unstable for λ → 0. Such
an instability would result in persistent oscillatory kinet-
ics. The relative tractability of the collisional evaporation
model presented here may facilitate analytic study of this
stability question.
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